INNOVATING ON SERVICE AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
CREATED FOR FACULTY & PARTNERS WHO IMPROVE THE COMMUNITY

TO BEGIN:

- GO TO: HTTP://MWCC.GIVEPULSE.COM
- IF YOU HAVE NOT CLAIMED AN ACCOUNT, JOIN THE MWCC GROUP WITH THE “BECOME MEMBER” BUTTON OR YOU MAY SIGN UP OR LOGIN IN (LINKS AT THE TOP RIGHT)

NOTE: MAKE SURE YOU ARE SET UP WITH ADMIN RIGHTS
LOGIN OR CREATE ACCOUNT

LOGIN
- USE YOUR EMAIL
- USE FACEBOOK

CREATE ACCOUNT
- USE YOUR EMAIL
- USE FACEBOOK

Don’t have an account? Sign Up

By checking Agree to Terms of Service, you agree to our Terms and that you have read our Data Use Policy.

Already a Member? Log In
PERSONAL DASHBOARD

LIST OF MEMBERSHIPS

NAVIGATIONAL

ADD YOUR IMPACT

CALENDAR

IMPACT
ADD IMPACT (SERVICE HOURS)

VIA DASHBOARD ON DESKTOP OR MOBILE

1. ADD IMPACT BUTTON

2. FILL OUT FIELDS*

NPO ON THE LIST*  OR NPO NOT ON THE LIST

3. SELECT/MULT-SELECT TO SHARE

4. COMPLETE AND ADD IMPACT

* Hint: Add Impact via Dashboard - Be a member or join a group so they can appear on your list to add an impact.
* Hint 2: Can be done on the go too: Mobile friendly and iOS support
LOGIN VIA MOBILE (IPHONE)

NOTE: MORE FEATURES EXIST ON THE MOBILE WEB

Whether you are searching for a specific cause to help, a way to meet new people, or a worthwhile activity that is also fun, we can provide programs that meet your interests and utilize your set of skills.
PROFILE & NAVIGATION
ADDING YOUR IMPACT (HOURS)